Victoria Pub Wins
Irish Pub of the Year in North America
Celebrating a Meeting Place of Friends at
Irish Times in Victoria, BC
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love
celebrating their family traditions. When they started
Coolshanagh Winery in the Okanagan, they didn’t
hesitate to name it “Coolshanagh”, a Celtic word that
belonged to Judy’s side of the family.
“Coolshanagh” means a “meeting place of friends.”

The Stotherts are fortunate that their Coolshanagh
Chardonnay is listed by the bottle at Irish Times Pub.
However, that wasn’t the celebratory aspect. It was
how impressive and honourable this accolade is and
the perfect fit between Coolshanagh and Irish Times
Pub. It’s almost serendipitous.

For generations, Judy’s family started using the word
“Coolshanagh” under letterheads and soon enough,
her cousins named their houses as Coolshanagh. This
soon became a family tradition and carried through to
multiple generations in celebration of the friendship
between family and friends.

Tracing back to family traditions, Coolshanagh
originated from Irish roots then eventually arrived in
Victoria, like Irish Times. Irish pubs are known for
their unique, cozy and friendly ambiance. This, like
Coolshanagh, makes a perfect place for the gathering
of friends.

Although not entirely certain, the Stotherts share that
the word “Coolshanagh” originated from Judy’s grandfather in Ireland and then eventually landed in Canada
with his immigration to Newfoundland and Victoria.

Join us in celebrating this beautiful friendship between
Coolshanagh and Irish Times by visiting the pub the
next time you’re in Victoria!

When the Stotherts heard that Victoria’s Irish Times
Pub won Irish Times' The Irish Pub of the Year in
North America (chosen from 16,000 Irish pubs worldwide), they were ecstatic! This achievement follows
Irish Times’ wins from previous years: Top 10 Irish
Pubs Outside of Ireland in 2015; Best Pub in the City (8
out of last 12 years).

16,000 Irish pubs worldwide were screened for this
award, including UK, Ireland, Europe, North America
and more.

WINERY OWNERS JUDY AND SKIP STOTHERT

How Impressive Was This Award for Irish Times Pub?

Congratulations to our friends!
From Skip and Judy of Coolshanagh
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